The heart of a chess program is its evaluation function, since it is this component which characterizes the style of play.Atypical program evaluates a move bycomputing a weighted sum of the features that it considers. It is important to maket he best selection of the relative weights of these features. They may be used not only to assess horizon nodes in the game tree, but also to order movesa tt he other nodes so that alpha-beta searching efficiencyi si mproved. Standard optimization techniques can be used to find the weights, provided a suitable cost function can be found. This paper assesses the properties of several cost functions, and presents a method for finding optimum weightings for anyset of features.
Introduction
Some modern chess programs combine knowledge in complexw ays; others followS hannon'ssuggestion [5] and evaluate material and strategic factors by computing a weighted sum of the "values" of such features as are recognized. To dos oo ne must first tabulate all the relevant features in chess. This is difficult enough in itself, but determining their relative importance is ev enharder.O ften the resulting decision is arbitrary and subject to the programmer'sbiases. In principle it is possible to determine those relative weightings mathematically.I np ractice this is not only computationally expensive,b ut also fraught with difficulty because what passes for chess expertise is sometimes inconsistent. We are all aware of arguments about the preferred placement of pieces (and yet have nodifficulty finding exceptions) and of rules about the advantages of bishops overknights, on which there is little agreement. Similarly,while doubled pawns are usually weak, there are often compensating advantages such as a half open file or control of a keysquare. Most of these apparent contradictions occur because of interactions between knowledge. Thus not all features in a chess position are independent; some are important only if others are present. We must, therefore, seek relative weights for the features, but these can only be correct in the statistical sense (more often right than wrong).
In an attempt to find the relative importance of chess features in an early chess program, a set of about 1000 chess positions were put together.T hese positions, referred to as the NY1924 data set [3] and taken from games played in the famous Grand Master event in NewY ork [1], were used to measure the quality of move ordering mechanisms in WITA [ 4] (an early 1970's chess program and forerunner of Awit) and TECH [2] . It is customary and possible to base move ordering on a weighted sum of features. Let us assume that N features, such as various pawn formations, doubled rooks and king safety,a re to be considered. Associated with the i th feature is a weight, w i .L et there be M legalmovesinany giv enchess position; we can then build a feature matrix, F,having N rows and M columns. The feature matrix is produced by the chess program itself. The j th column in the matrix contains entries that indicate whether the givenf eatures are present in the position which results from the j th move out of M. These entries may also measure howoften (or howmuch of) this feature exists after the move,should it be selected. Forexample, howmanydoubled pawns or howmuch piece mobility would result. Note: our use of indices i and j is the reverse of the normal mathematical convention. Finally we use the knowledge of a chess expert to identify the most desirable move, d.T ypically this would be the move actually played by a Grand Master in some tournament. 
Problem Statement
It is unlikely that anyg iv ens et of weights will be optimum for evenas ingle position. What constitutes an optimum may also depend on the intended use of the evaluation function. Forahorizon (terminal) node evaluator,optimum would mean that the score of the desired move is greatest. Forpreliminary ordering of movesatthe root or interior nodes of the game tree, optimum would mean that the desired move would be rated so highly,that no other weighting of the features would give the desired move a higher rating in a move list ordered by score. More formally,wewish to find the {w i }such that
is minimized over i,w here C is some cost function whose properties are to be specified. For example, if the score for the j th move is s j ,t hen a simple cost function to count howm any moveshav e ascore greater than the desired move, d,would be
The {w i }which minimizes C 1 has the effect of minimizing the rank-number of the desired move inam ove list ordered by score. This simple scheme has a major flawi nt hat as much worth may be givent op ushing a move from location 33 to 32 in a move list, as for changing from location 3 to 2. Generally speaking the latter is much harder to achieve and is far more beneficial in a root or interior node evaluator,since it improvesthe alpha-beta search efficiency, and does so more spectacularly as the node in question is nearer to the root.
A. First Remedy: Improve the value of the desired move If we choose a cost function which is well behaved( continuous, differentiable around its single minimum), then we can apply conventional optimization techniques to find {w i }. For these reasons consider a cost function based on the following:
, which minimizes the difference between the score for the desired move and the score for those above it. Strange though this function might appear,itisdifferentiable and its partial derivatives are givenby:
Unfortunately, C 2 tries evenharder to push upwards the movesnear the bottom of the list, at the expense of those near the desirable top, since there is more scope for improving the score of bottom moves. This problem might be circumvented by striking out all moveswith sufficiently poor scores, since theycannot be assessed by the feature matrix.
One other major disadvantage of C 2 is that it tends to force all the w i to zero; the reason is clear: one way to achieve a zero value for the set
is to insert zeros into all w i ,inturn forcing all the s j to zero in C 2 .I fweassume that we know which are beneficial and which are detrimental features, then we can assign negative values to the detrimental ones. The weights, w i ,can nowall be positive,and we can ensure that theywill not be forced to zero by applying the restriction that w i ≥ 1. 0 for all i.T his is appropriate since the ordering of the movesi si nsensitive toau niform constant of proportionality -eveni ft he scores s j are not. However, there is still a tendencytoreduce as far as possible the weight corresponding to the most prominent feature, namely the one givenby:
Typically,this most prominent feature represents space and mobility [6] .
The problems of restricting the w i can be handled in several ways, including either use of a penalty function or scaling the smallest weight to 1. As lightly simpler version of C 2 is worth considering
where s * = Max j {s j } is the highest score for anymove inthe current position. Clearly C 2 and C 3 have the same problem: undue influence by poorly rated desired moves(i.e., movesbased on features which are not present in F). For that reason we propose
where ε is chosen so that moveswhich are seriously in error will not be considered. For instance ε = s * /1 0 would ensure that only desired moveswhich have a value within 10% of the highest for the position will affect the weights. C 4 eliminates the influence of poor movesbyonly considering moveswhen theyare close to the best.
Sometimes d,t he desired move,i sn ot characterized by the features in the matrix, so that the desired move always has a poor score. Also the features chosen may not discriminate well between the desired move and several others, giving them all a high score. For these reasons, one might be content with a function which maximizes the number of desired movesi nt he top t of the move list. With t = 1one would produce weights for a horizon node evaluator,and for wider values of t amove ordering mechanism for a selective search program. Of course it makes no sense to improve weights using data from a single position only.Use therefore a set of P positions, liket he 1000 positions of the NY1924 data set, for which the k th position has M k moves. Nothing changes, except that our previous cost functions must contain sums overall P positions, and we nowmust consider the consequences of trade-offs between different desired moves. Consider
If we minimize

P k=1
Σ g k then a bonus will be givent oa ny desired move asi tp asses into the top fewo ft he move list, as Figure 2 illustrates. The main reason for this bonus is to retain desired movesi nt he top t,a nd not to drop those in favour of minor improvements in the evaluation of positions lacking known features. Of course, g k shows step discontinuities, and the most appropriate form of the derivative isa mbiguous, there being a difference on whether one takes the derivative coming from the left or from the right. Moreover, itl ikely that the cost function is constant overs mall perturbation of weights (but should vary continuously if the derivativesa re to be estimated numerically), quite apart from the fundamental problem of the influence of desired movest hat are located far from the top of the move list.
There are at least twoways of dealing with desired moveswhich lack features:
(a) Construct a window, based on t and T ,within which changes in the ranking of desired moves have noeffect, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Forexample, such a windowmight change g k to
This cost function also minimizes the average distance of the desired from the top of the move list, but does not allowp oor movest oa ffect the weights. Its derivative isn ot continuous, so the gradient following method to be described later may not work well. However, variations of that technique, or integer programming methods, may be used [7] .
(b) Construct a cost function in which costs alter sharply when movesare near the top of the list, and more slowly in proportion to their distance from the top. This method is attractive and will be dealt with in more detail.
C. Third Remedy: Promote movesinrev erse proportion to their rank One final class of cost function is
where R k is the relative ranking of the desired move inthe ordered move list, and P is the number of positions in the data set. R k is givenby
By this means, changing the ranking of a move which is near the bottom of the list has significantly less effect than moving one near the top. Fore xample, changing a desired move from location 33 to 32 givesanincremental change in cost of 1/32 -1 /33, while changing from location 3 to 2 givesanincremental change of 1/2 -1 /3. Some of the earlier objections can be overcome by this means, and R k can be further refined so that greater importance is givent or ating the desired movesi nc omparison to the best, rather than to force movest ot he top of the list. Although R k can be approximated by a continuous function, Figure 3 , it is of course only defined at integral values. Convergence problems are to be expected, since small changes in weights may not achieve the desired move locations. 
Gradient Following Methods
The general problem we have posed is that of finding the set of weights, {w i }, which minimizes
subject to the restriction w i ≥ 1. When there are no restrictions on the w i the minimum occurs when the gradient (slope) of H is zero. That is, when ∂H(w i ) ∂w i = 0f or all i, and the minimum can be found in a variety of ways. From anyinitial set of weights, one general technique perturbs each of the weights by a small amount. Thus the gradient of the function can be estimated, and then by "stepping" in the direction of the negative gradient one can reduce the cost function. This produces a news et of weights w
The process is applied successively until there is no significant change in the function value (indicating that the gradient is almost zero).
Solving this minimization problem under the linear constraint w i ≥ 1i sn ot difficult. Only when some of the w i are equal to 1i ss pecial handling required. If the slope component associated with such a variable is negative,asone might reasonably expect, then that component is set to zero. In other words, once a variable attains the constraining value of 1 it will be held at that value while the other weights are altered. The slope components may be estimated by ∂H(w i ) ∂w i = H(w i + δ w i ) − H(w i ) δ w i Here δ w i represents a small perturbation and will be less than 10% of w i .T he step size may be the same for each slope direction, although this is not the most efficient.
Conclusion
This paper has outlined the issues in designing and selecting a cost function to help the search for the optimum set of weights for chess features. Depending on the cost function selected one can produce weights for a horizon node evaluator,o rar oot node move ordering mechanism. Our experience has been that it is enough to improve the weights so that theyh old the desired moveswithin a small window, t,atthe top of the move list. Further optimizations to force more of the desired movesinto the first position, although technically more correct, tend to be counter-productive.The main problem is that the values returned do not assess the merit of the position in a realistic fashion. In asense the weights have been tuned to the data set of positions, and theynolonger measure reliably the quality of chess as a whole.
